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Average�Case Computational
Complexity Theory

Jie Wang�

ABSTRACT Being NP�complete has been widely interpreted as being
computationally intractable� But NP�completeness is a worst�case concept�
Some NP�complete problems are �easy on average�� but some may not
be� How is one to know whether an NP�complete problem is �di�cult on
average�� The theory of average�case computational complexity� initiated
by Levin about ten years ago� is devoted to studying this problem� This
paper is an attempt to provide an overview of the main ideas and results
in this important new sub�area of complexity theory�

� Introduction

Despite many years of intensive study� there has been no success in �nd�
ing e�cient algorithms to solve NP�complete problems� where by e�cient
algorithm we mean an algorithm which is fast in the worst case� Thus the
search for algorithms that are �e�cient� according to some more modest
criterion has attracted increasing attention� One approach is to �nd algo�
rithms to solve NP�complete problems which� although possibly very slow
on some inputs� are fast on average with respect to the underlying probabil�
ity distributions on instances� Algorithms that are fast on average have been
found for several NP�complete problems� such as the vertex k�coloring prob�
lem 	Wil
�� and the Hamiltonian path problem 	GS
� under commonly
used distributions on graphs� Yet there are NP�complete problems which
have resisted so far such �average�case� attacks� Are these problems di��
cult on average� What does it mean for a problem to be di�cult on average�
and how is one to know� In his seminal paper 	Lev
��� Levin initiated the
study of answering these questions� Two fundamental and robust notions
were de�ned along similar lines to the NP�completeness theory� Namely�
the notion of average polynomial time for measuring �easiness� on average
and the notion of average�case NP�completeness for measuring �hardness�
on average for computational problems� Levin then showed that a tiling
problem is average�case NP�complete if each parameter of an instance is
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randomly selected� This framework has been studied and enhanced by a
number of researchers and several more average�case NP�complete prob�
lems have been found� Such average�case completeness results� as indicated
by Levin 	Lev
��� could not only save misguided �positive� e�orts such as
trying to �nd fast�on�average algorithms for problems that may not have
one� but could also be used in areas �like cryptography� where hardness on
average of some problems is a frequent assumption�

This paper is intended to present systematically the current state of
knowledge on average�case complexity� It is centered around three funda�
mental ideas� the notion of average polynomial time� the notion of reduc�
tions and completeness� and the notion of feasible distributions�

� Average Polynomial Time

We use the binary alphabet � � f�� �g for encoding strings� Denote by �
the standard lexicographical order on ��� A probability distribution � is a
real�valued function from �� to 	���� such that

P
x ��x� � �� We assume

that � on the empty string is always �� We also use distribution� probabil�
ity� weight� or density to denote probability distribution� The distribution
function of �� denoted by ��� is de�ned by ���x� �

P
y�x ��y�� � For a set

A � fx � ��x�g� we use �	��x�� or �	A� to denote
P

x�A ��x�� A conditional
distribution of � on a set A is equal to ��x���	A� if x � A and �	A� � ��
and � otherwise� For a function f � we use f��x� to denote �f�x��� for � � �
and use f�� to denote the inverse of f � We use IR

� to denote the positive
reals and IN to denote the natural numbers�

An obvious choice to measure the average e�ciency of an algorithm is to
use expected polynomial time� An algorithm runs in expected polynomial
time over a probability distribution � if ��k � ����n�

P
x�jxj�n t�x��n�x� �

O�nk�� where t�x� is the running time of the algorithm on x� and �n is
the conditional distribution on strings of length n� However� this de�ni�
tion is machine dependent and so cannot be used to build a robust theory�
There are several issues on de�ning a robust notion of average polynomial
time� which are discussed below� These issues were either mentioned ex�
plicitly or hinted at by Levin 	Lev
�� and they have been elaborated from
various aspects by Johnson 	Joh
��� Gurevich 	Gur
�� Gur��a� Gur��b��
Venkatesan 	Ven���� and Impagliazzo 	Imp���� from which Levin�s de�ni�
tion of average polynomial time �given in De�nition ���� can be derived
naturally and be well justi�ed�

�Levin Lev��� used � to denote a distribution function and used �� to denote
its density� Since almost all of our statements can be stated directly in terms
of probability distributions� denoting a probability distribution by � without a
prime seems more convenient� The notations � and �� were �rst used in Gur�
a��
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Model Independence� Assume an algorithm runs in polynomial time
on a � � �����n fraction of instances of length n� and runs in �����n time
on instances in the remaining �����n fraction� Then it is easy to see that
the expected running time on strings of length n is bounded above by a
polynomial in n� However� the expected running time will be exponential
in a machine model that is quadratically slower� If a problem is easy on
average in one model of computation� then it should be easy on average
on all polynomially equivalent models� Even within the same model� if t
is polynomial on average� then for any k � �� tk should also be polyno�
mial on average� Moreover� if a problem is polynomial on average under
one encoding method� then it should be polynomial on average under all
polynomially equivalent encodings�

Balancing� Assume an algorithm solves a problem in polynomial time on
a ��n�� fraction of instances of length n� Then we still have no guarantee
of an algorithm that is fast on average since it may take exponential time
to solve the instances in the remaining n�� fraction� A balance is there�
fore required between the fraction of hard instances and the hardness of
these instances� The fraction of the hard instances should be polynomially
related to the time needed to solve them� Only a sub�polynomial fraction
of instances should require super�polynomial time�

Distribution�An average could be taken on instances of �xed size or on all
instances� One may tend to consider distributions de�ned on instances of
a bounded size at any �xed point in time� but it is also enough to consider
distributions de�ned on all instances by �rst selecting a length according
to some appropriate distribution and then selecting strings of that length
according to the given distribution on strings of bounded size�

Under the worst�case measurement� the running time of an algorithm is
measured as a function of the length of the inputs� Under the average�case
measurement� an e�cient algorithm with input distribution � is allowed to
run a longer time on instances with smaller weights� Instances with smaller
weights are rarer and so one may use a function r � �� � IR

� to measure
the �rareness� of instances� de�ned in such a way that if the weight of
an instance x is smaller� then the value of its rareness r�x� is larger� As
discussed in the balancing issue� the fraction of inputs x with high values
of rareness should be small� Probably the most general way to satisfy this
requirement is to have� for some positive constants k and c and for all
l � IR

�� �	r�x� � lk� � c�l� or equivalently�
P

x r
��x���x� � � for some

� � �� � One may then measure the average�case running time of an algo�

�To see the equivalence� assume that �r�x� � lk� � c�l� Let � � �

�k
� then for

all l � IR
�� �r��x� � l� � c�l�� and so

P
x
r���x� �

P�

n��
n�n � 
 � r��x� �

n� �
P�

n��
�r��x� � n� ��� The other direction is straightforward by a simple

application of Markov�s inequality�
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rithm on input x as a function of jxjr�x� rather than jxj� This formulates
the idea that a longer time is allowed on inputs with smaller weights� and
it also guarantees model independence� The running time t of an algorithm
is to be called polynomial on average if there exists a k � � such that for
all x� t�x� � �jxjr�x��k � Hence� t��k�x�jxj�� � r�x�� Let � � minf�� �g�
then

P
x t

��k�x�jxj����x� �
P

x�t��kjxj������x� �
P

r��x���x� � ��
This gives rise to the following de�nition due to Levin 	Lev
���

De�nition ��� A function f � �� � IN is polynomial on ��average if there
exists an � � � such that

P
x f

��x�jxj����x� ���

Clearly� De�nition ��� is model� and encoding�independent� and it satis�
�es the balancing requirement as shown in footnote �� based on which the
following lemma is straightforward�

Lemma ��� A function f is polynomial on ��average i� there are con�
stants c� k � � such that for all l � IR

�� �	f�x� � �ljxj�k � � c�l�

Further exposition on the balancing issue can be found in 	Gur
��
Gur��b�� Regarding the distribution issue� Impagliazzo 	Imp��� observed
that De�nition ��� is equivalent to taking the average on instances up to
length n since� when n is su�ciently large� �	jxj � n� is greater than a �xed
positive constant�

Lemma ��� A function f is polynomial on ��average i� there exists � �
� such that ��c � ����n�

P
x�jxj�n f

��x���n�x� � cn� where ��n is the

conditional distribution of � on fx � jxj � ng�

If the average is taken over strings of length exactly n� then Lemma ���
is still true under the assumption that� for some �xed polynomial p and for
every n� either �	jxj � n� � � or �	jxj � n� � ��p�n� 	Gur��a��

Clearly� every polynomial is polynomial on average with respect to any
distribution �� If a function f is an expected polynomial over a distri�
bution �� namely� for some constants k � � and c � � and for all
n�
P

jxj�n f�x��n�x� � cnk� then
P

jxj�n f
��x�jxj���n�x� �where � �

minf�� ��kg� �
P

jxj�n�� � �f��x�jxj��������n�x� � � � c� It follows that f
is polynomial on ��average� If f and g are polynomial on ��average� then
so are max�f� g�� f�g� f �g� and f l for any positive real number l 	Gur��a��
To see the case of f � g� for instance� it su�ces to note that f � g � f� � g��

A problem is solvable in average polynomial time with respect to distri�
bution � if it can be solved by a deterministic algorithm whose running
time is polynomial on ��average� A problem with an associated probability
distribution is called a distributional problem� Other names such as �ran�
dom problems� 	Lev
�� and �randomized problems� 	Gur��a� have also
been used in the literature� The term �distributional problem� was �rst
used in 	BCGL���� We adopt this terminology in this paper�
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� Average�Case Completeness

Given two distributional problems� we wish to know which one is computa�
tionally more di�cult� The standard technique for such comparisons is to
�nd a reduction from one problem to another� Levin 	Lev
�� provided such
a notion� Gurevich 	Gur��a� advanced this theory in several ways which�
at the same time� made Levin�s ideas accessible�

��� Polynomial�Time Reductions

For simplicity� we �rst consider distributional decision problems� Such a
problem is comprised of a set of instances which are either positive or neg�
ative for the underlying decision problem� and a probability distribution
on these instances� It is customary to only specify the set of positive in�
stances and we are only concerned with instances with positive probability�
Under such a convention� we use �D��� to denote a distributional decision
problem� where D is the set of all positive instances x with ��x� � �� The
problem is to decide� for a given instance x with ��x� � �� whether x � D�
If D � NP� then �D��� is called a distributional NP decision problem�

Denote by AP the class of all distributional decision problems �D���
such that D is solvable in time polynomial on ��average�

Let f be a function with input distribution �� It is reasonable to de�
�ne the output distribution on y� denoted by f����y�� to carry all the
weights of those instances x with f�x� � y� Namely� for all y � range�f��
f����y� �

P
f�x��y ��x�� Denote by f���� the distribution function of f����

so f�����y� �
P

f�x��y ��x�� Reductions f from �A� �� to �B� �� should be

closed for AP� meaning that if �B� �� � AP then so is �A� ��� One way to
guarantee this is to require that f e�ciently reduce A to B as in the worst
case� and it should not reduce �frequent� instances of A to �rare� instances
of B� This means that the induced weight on the output y � f�x� should be
bounded above �within a polynomial factor� by the weight on y according
to the distribution of B� Namely� f����y� � jyjO�����y�� 	 If jyj � jxjO���� it
follows that there exists a distribution �� such that �x � ��x� � jxjO������x�
and ��f�x�� � f�����f�x��� 
 which turns out to be su�cient for de�ning
reductions� Levin 	Lev
�� de�ned reductions based on these ideas� and their
current forms� namely� De�nitions ��� and ���� were given by Gurevich in
	Gur��a��

De�nition ��� Let � and � be distributions on the same domain� Then
� is dominated by �� written as � 	 �� if there exists a polynomial p such

�Actually� we are dealing with the conditional probability distribution �yjY �
with Y � range�f�� Since �yjY � � ��y���Y � and �Y � is a positive constant� it
is equivalent to using ��y� in the inequality�

�The converse is also true if jxj is bounded by a polynomial in jf�x�j Gur�
a��
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that for all x� ��x� � p�jxj���x��

De�nition ��� Let � and � be distributions on the instances of the deci�
sion problems A and B� respectively� and f be a reduction from A to B�
Then � is dominated by � with respect to f � written as � 	f �� if there
exists a distribution �� on A such that � 	 �� and ��y� � f�����y� for all
y � range�f�� i�e�� ��y� �

P
f�x��y ���x��

De�nition ��� �A� �� is polynomial�time reducible to �B� �� if there is a
polynomial�time computable reduction f such that A is many�one reducible
to B via f and � 	f ��

If a reduction f is one�one� then it is straightforward to see that � 	f �
i� � 	 � 
 f � This observation is useful in proving completeness results� In
the sequel� we will often use �p�time� to denote �polynomial�time�� and
�ap�time� to denote �average polynomial�time��

Lemma ��� ��� If �A� �� is p�time reducible to �B� �� and �B� �� is in AP�
then so is �A� ��� ��� The p�time reductions are transitive�

Proof� ��� Let f be a p�time reduction from �A� �� to �B� ��� Then
there is a distribution �� and a polynomial p such that� for all x�
��x� � p�jxj����x�� and for all y � range�f�� ��y� �

P
f�x��y ���x�� Since

�B� �� � AP� B is deterministically decidable in time t where� for some
� � ��

P
y t

��y�jyj����y� � �� For any k � ��
P

y t
��k�y�jyj���k��y� �P

y�� � t��x�jyj�����y� � �� Since f is p�time computable� there is

a k � � such that jf�x�j � jxjk for all but �nitely many x� Let
h � t 
 f � Then

P
x h

��k�x�jxj�����x� �
P

f�x��y t
��k�y�jyj���k���x� �

P
y t

��k�y�jyj���k��y� ��� It follows that h�x��pk���jxj� is polynomial on

��average� and so then is �h�x��pk���jxj��pk���jxj� � h�x�� Thus� deciding
whether x � A can be carried out in time h�x� plus the time to compute
f�x� and so �A� �� � AP� The proof of ��� is straightforward�

��� Polynomial�Time Computable Distributions

Let �D��� be a distributional NP problem� If every other distributional
NP problem is p�time reducible to it� then �D��� has no ap�time algorithm
unless every NP problem under any allowable distribution has one� In order
for such a �D��� to exist� a certain condition on the computability of al�
lowable distributions is needed� If arbitrary distributions are allowed� then
no complete distributional problems can exist with respect to one�one� p�
time reductions� In particular� Wang and Belanger 	WB��a� showed that
for any distribution �� there is a distribution � such that for any one�one�
p�time reduction f � � cannot be dominated by � with respect to f � Re�
ductions that are one�one are a reasonable assumption as all the known
NP�complete problems are indeed complete via one�one� p�time reductions�
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Levin 	Lev
�� suggested that it is reasonable to require distributions be
p�time computable and it is also reasonable to restrict attention to distri�
butions with rational values �see Lemma ����� A function f � �� � 	�� �� is
p�time computable if there is a deterministic algorithm which on input x
outputs f�x� in time bounded by a polynomial in jxj� Gurevich 	Gur��a�
extended this notion to real�valued functions following 	Ko
���

De�nition ��� Let f � �� � 	�� �� be a real�valued function� Then f is
p�time computable if there is a deterministic algorithm which� on every
string x and every positive integer k� outputs a �nite binary fraction y in
time bounded by a polynomial in jxj and k and such that jf�x��yj � ��k�

Clearly� if �� is p�time computable then so is �� Blass showed that the
converse is not true unless P � NP �see 	Gur��a��� With this fact in mind�
we assume that in the sequel� when we say that a distribution � is p�time
computable we mean that both � and �� are p�time computable� There
is strong evidence to believe� as hypothesized by Levin �see 	Joh
���� that
any �natural� probability distribution is either p�time computable or else
is dominated by one that is� One can indeed verify that all commonly used
distributions do satisfy this property�

Gurevich 	Gur��a� showed that any p�time computable distribution is
bounded above by a nicely�behaved ��linearly presentable�� p�time com�
putable distributions as follows�

Lemma ��� Let � be a p�time computable distribution� Then there is a
distribution � such that for all x� ��x� � �� ��x� has at most ���jxj digits�
and ��x� � ���x�� Moreover� there is a deterministic algorithm that on
input x outputs ���x� in time polynomial in jxj�

Proof� Since �� is p�time computable� there is a p�time computable �nite
binary fraction b�x� such that for all x� j���x� � b�x�j � dx��� where dx �
���jxj� Round b�x� down to �jxj � � digits� Add dx�� if the last digit is ��
This produces a binary fraction B�x� with at most �jxj digits� and j���x��
B�x�j � dx� De�ne � by ��x� � �

	 �B�x� � B�x�� � �dx�� where x� is the
immediate predecessor of x� Then ��x� has at most � � �jxj digits and

���x� � �
	 �B�x� � �

P
y�x dy� � �

	 �B�x� � �
Pjxj

n�� ��n� � � �as jxj � ���

It follows that ���x� � ����x� � dx� � ����x�� � dx� � �dx � ��x��

Let f be a p�time computable reduction and � an input distribution�
If the induced output distribution f��� is p�time computable� one might
suspect that � must also be p�time computable� which� however� was proven
false in 	WB��a�� To see this� �rst construct a set H � fx�� x�� � � �g with
H �� P and for all n� jxnj � n� then de�ne a distribution � such that for
almost all �i�e�� all but �nitely many� x� ��x� � ���jxj if x � H and ���jxj

otherwise� Let b�x� be a �nite binary fraction with j��x��b�x�j � ���jxj���
then for almost all x� x � H i� b�x� has a � by the �jxj� � position to the
right of the binary point� Now de�ne a distribution � such that for almost
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all x� ��x� � �
����jxj if x � f�g� and jxj����jxj otherwise� Then � is p�time

computable but � is not� If � were p�time computable� then there is a p�time
computable b�x� which implies that H � P� a contradiction� De�ne f by
f�x� � �jxj� then for almost all y � f�g�� f����y� �

P
f�x��y ��x� � ��y��

��� Uniform Distributions

As discussed in the distribution issue in Section �� one can de�ne a dis�
tribution on all binary strings by �rst selecting lengths and then selecting
strings of that length� Although it is mathematically impossible to select
strings with equal chance from an in�nite sample space� strings of the same
length can be selected with equal likelihood� It is also impossible to select
integers from IN with the same probability� but we can select an integer
with a probability close to be �uniform��

De�nition ��� A p�time computable distribution � on �� is called uni�
form if for all x� ��x� � 	�jxj���jxj� where

P
n 	�n� � � and there is a

polynomial p such that for all but �nitely many n� 	�n� � ��p�n��

The second requirement in the above de�nition guarantees that almost
every length gets a �fair� amount of weight to be selected� � It is important
to note that for the purpose of proving completeness results� 	�n� � ��p�n�
is the only requirement needed since domination allows a polynomial factor�
and so some longer strings can certainly be given more weights than shorter
ones� Levin 	Lev
�� used n�� for 	�n� for notational convenience �normal�
ized by dividing by

P
n n

�� � 
����� and jxj����jxj is often referred to as
the default uniform distribution�

��� Distribution Controlling Lemma

Distributions that are p�time computable can be dominated �with respect
to p�time computable functions� by uniform distributions� which is an
important property for proving completeness results� Levin 	Lev
�� �rst
proved this property using a �perfect rounding� technique� which is inter�
esting in its own right �see 	Gur��a� for an exposition�� Gurevich 	Gur��a�
provided a di�erent and easier proof� based on which Wang and Be�
langer 	WB��� further showed that if the distribution is not too small� it
will also dominate the same uniform distribution within a constant factor�

�We may also weaken the second requirement in De�nition ��� to only require
that� for all but �nitely many n� either ��n� � � or ��n� � 
�p�n�� In this case� �
is uniform in the sense that if a string x can be picked with a positive probability�
then every string of length jxj will have the same chance to be selected with a

�fair� probability greater than ��jxj�p�jxj��
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Lemma ��� �Distribution Controlling Lemma� Let � be a p�time
computable distribution�

�� There exists a total� one�one� p�time computable and invertible func�
tion � � �� � �� such that for all x� ��x� � � � ��j��x�j�

�� Moreover� if there exists a polynomial p such that for all x� ��x� �
��p�jxj�� then there is a total� one�one� p�time computable and invert�
ible function � � �� � �� such that for all x� ��j��x�j � � � ��x� �
�� � ��j��x�j�

Proof Sketch� Let � be the linear presentable distribution that bounds
���� as guaranteed by lemma ���� Let ��x� be the shortest binary string
such that ���x�� � ���x�� � ���x�� Then ��x� � ���x� � ���x�� �
��j��x�j� Now let l be the position of the leftmost digit that is � in the binary
fraction produced by a p�time algorithm that computes ��x��� on input
�x� �p�jxj��	�� Then ���l��� � ��x��� � � � ���l���� Let ��x� � ��x���k�
where k � l� j��x�j�

��� Distributional NP�Completeness

Denote by DistNP the class of all distributional NP problems �D��� such
that � 	 � for some p�time computable distribution �� Other names such
as RNP 	Gur��a�� hNP� P�compi 	BCGL���� and DNP 	WB��a� have also
been used for DistNP� DistNP was �rst used in 	IL��� BCGL���� A distribu�
tional problem is average�case NP�complete �or complete for DistNP� if it
is in DistNP and every distributional problem in DistNP is reducible to it�
Levin 	Lev
�� showed that a distributional tiling problem is average�case
NP�complete� Levin also implicitly showed that a distributional halting
problem is average�case NP�complete� Gurevich 	Gur��a� explicitly de�ned
such a problem and provided a simple proof of its completeness�

Let M��M��    be a �xed enumeration of nondeterministic Turing ma�
chines in which the index i is an integer in binary form that codes up
the symbols� states� and transition table of the i�th Turing machine Mi�
The Distributional Halting Problem �Version �� consists of binary
strings i� x and �n as instances� where i and n are integers� The question
is to decide whether Mi accepts x within n steps� Denote by K� the set of
all positive instances� The probability distribution �K��i� x� �n� of instance
�i� x� �n� �positive or negative� is proportional to ���l�m�l��m��n��� where
l � jij and m � jxj� � The halting problem is then denoted by DH� �
�K�� �K���

Theorem ��� DH� is complete for DistNP�

	The index i here is selected uniformly as a binary string� How to select
i� however� is not important to obtain the completeness result� One can use
one�s favorite distributions to select it� e�g�� one may select states and transition
functions according to di�erent distributions�
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Proof� Let �D��� be an arbitrary problem in DistNP� Then there is a
nondeterministic Turing machine M which accepts D in polynomial time�
By the Distribution Controlling Lemma� there is a total� one�one� p�time
computable and invertible function � such that ��x� 	 ��j��x�j� De�ne a
Turing machine M � as follows� On input y� if ����y� is de�ned� then M �

simulates M on ����y� and rejects otherwise� Clearly for all x� M accepts
x i� M � accepts ��x�� It is easy to see that M � on input ��x� is bounded in
time p�jxj� for some polynomial p� Let i be an index such that M � � Mi�
Let f�x� � �i� ��x�� �p�jxj��� Then f is one�one and p�time computable� By
construction� x � D i� f�x� � K�� Moreover� �K��f�x�� � ��j��x�j�q�jxj�
for some polynomial q� which dominates ��x�� So � 	f �K� �

The distributional tiling problem was �rst shown to be complete by Levin
in 	Lev
�� and a detailed proof can be found in 	Gur��a� BW���� A tile is
a square with a symbol on each side which may not be rotated or turned
over� We assume that there are in�nite copies of each tile� By a tiling of
an n � n square we mean an arrangement of n� tiles covering the square
in which the symbols on the common sides of adjacent tiles are the same�
The Distributional Tiling Problem �DT� consists of binary strings
T � �n� and S as instances� where T is a �nite set of tiles� n is an integer�
and S � s�s�    sk �k � n� is a sequence of tiles that match each other�
i�e� the symbol on the right side of si is the same as that on the left
side of si��� The question is to decide whether S can be extended to tile
an n � n square using tiles from T � Denote by BT the set of all positive
instances �T� �n� S�� The probability distribution �BT on instance �T� �n� S�
�positive or negative� is proportional to Pr	T �n��Pr	S�� where Pr	T � is the
probability of T �one can use one�s favorite distribution to select T or simply
select one uniformly at random among binary strings since T can be coded
in binary� and Pr	S� is the probability of choosing S� where S is chosen
by choosing k at random with probability �

n � choosing the �rst tile s� at
random from T � and choosing the si �i � �� sequentially and uniformly at
random from those tiles in T that match si���

Let �D��� � DistNP and let � be as in the proof of Theorem ���� Let x� �
��x�� Similar to the proof of Theorem ��� and the standard completeness
proof for bounded tiling in the worst case� one might be tempted to reduce
�D��� to DT by reducing an instance x of D to an instance of DT in
which S represents the initial instantaneous description of an appropriate
Turing machine on x� followed by some �blank� tiles� The problem with this
approach is that Pr	S�� which is at most ��jx

�j� is too small to dominate
��x�� If S does not end with �blank� tiles� then Pr	S� could be dominated
by ��jx

�j� But something needs to be done to make sure that reductions
will not reduce a negative instance of D to a positive instance of DT�

Theorem ��� The distributional tiling problem is complete for DistNP�

Proof Sketch� Let �D��� � DistNP and � be as in the proof of Theorem
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���� Let M be a nondeterministic Turing machine which accepts D� Assume
that the length of every computation path of M on input x is bounded by
a polynomial in jxj� For any string y� let � be jyj written in binary� Set
yL � �j�j��y� then jyLj � jyj�O�log jyj� and y can be found e�ciently from
any string beginning with yL� Construct a Turing machine M � as follows�
It rejects any input if it does not begin with yL for some y� or ����y� is
not de�ned� M � then simulates M on ����y�� Let x� � ��x�� Then M �

will either accept all or reject all inputs beginning with x�L �depending on
whether or not M accepts x�� and there exists a polynomial p such that
the length of every computation path of M � on x is strictly less than p�jxj��
Following a standard procedure �e�g�� see 	LP
���� we can construct tiles
to represent the transition function of M �� and tiles that can duplicate
tape symbols a and pairs �q� a� in the vertical direction� where q is the
accepting state� We then construct tiles ��q�� d�� �� ���� and �d� ������
for d � f�� �g� where ��� �� �� �� represents the symbols on each side of a
tile in the order of top� bottom� left� and right� q� is the initial state of
M � and � and � are symbols that have not been used by other tiles� Let
T �M �� be the set of all these tiles� Let f�x� � �T �M ��� �p�jxj�� S�� where S �
��q�� x

�
��� �� �����x��� ������ � � � �x�jx�j� ������ and x�i represents the ith bit

of x�L� The probability of the ith tile of S for i � � is �
� since there are only

two tiles that can match the �i���th tile� Since jx�Lj � jx�j�O�log jx�j� and

log jx�j � O�log jxj�� Pr	S� is proportional to ��jx
�
Lj�p�jxj� � jxj�O�����jx

�j

and so � 	 �BT� It is easy to see that x � D i� f�x� � BT with S occupying
the bottom left�hand side of the p�jxj� � p�jxj� square since the tiling can
only duplicate the computation path which can be extended to cover the
entire square only when an accepting state is reached�

Several more natural NP�complete problems such as the Post correspon�
dence problem 	Gur��a�� the word problem for Thue systems� 	WB��� and
the word problem for �nitely presented groups 	Wan��a� have also been
shown to be complete for DistNP using p�time reductions in which each
parameter of the instances is selected uniformly at random� Proofs of these
results are more involved and are not included here due to page limitations�

��� Average Polynomial�Time Reductions

As indicated in 	Lev
�� and discussed in 	Gur��a�� instead of requiring a
reduction f be p�time computable� one only needs to require that f be
computable in ap�time� This weakens the original de�nition in two ways�
the reduction is weaker and the domination is weaker� The distribution �
is weakly dominated by the distribution � if for all x� ��x� � g�x���x�� for
some function g which is polynomial on ��average� The following de�nition
was shown to be the most general in the context of deterministic many�one
reductions 	BG����
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De�nition ��	 �A� �� is ap�time reducible to �B� �� if there is a many�
one reduction f that reduces A to B such that f is computable in time
polynomial on ��average and � is weakly dominated by �� for some �� such
that for all x� ��f�x�� � f�����f�x���

Lemma ��	 ��� If �A� �� is ap�time reducible to �B� �� and �B� �� is in
AP� then so is �A� ��� ��� The ap�time reductions are transitive�

The proof of Lemma ��� is similar to that of Lemma ���� and can be found
in 	Gur��a�� It is not known whether ap�time reductions are more powerful
than p�time reductions for DistNP problems although one suspects that
they are� One nice feature of ap�time reductions is that they can be used
to establish completeness results for the class of distributional problems
which are solvable by nondeterministic algorithms in average polynomial
time� It is not known whether the same can be shown using p�time re�
ductions� Studying such problems seems both logical and natural as noted
in 	BCGL��� Gur��a�� The class of such problems� denoted by ANP� is a
nondeterministic version of AP� which properly includes DistNP 	WB��a�
and is a logical average�case analog of NP� The proof of Theorem ��� can
be easily modi�ed to show the following result 	WB��a��

Theorem ��
 If �D��� is in ANP� and � is weakly dominated by a p�time
computable distribution� then �D��� is ap�time reducible to the distribu�
tional halting problem�

Thus� all average�case NP�complete problems are also ap�time complete
for problems in ANP with p�time computable distributions� On the other
hand� there are problems which are not in DistNP but are ap�time complete
for problems in ANP with p�time computable distributions 	WB��a��

��� Distributional Search Problems

A distributional search problem is speci�ed by �R� ��� where R is a binary
predicate and � is a distribution� Given an input x� the search problem
is to �nd w �a witness� such that R�x�w� is satis�ed� �R� �� is solvable
in average polynomial time if there is a deterministic algorithm solving
the search problem R in polynomial time on ��average� Reductions on
distributional search problems� which have the desired properties� can be
similarly de�ned following the framework given in 	VL

��

De�nition ��
 Let �Ri� �i� �i � f�� �g� be two distributional search prob�
lems and Yi � fx � �i�x� � � � ��w�Ri�x�w�g� �R�� ��� is p�time re�
ducible to �R�� ��� if there are p�time computable functions f and g
satisfying the following conditions� ��� ��x�	x � Y� i� f�x� � Y�� ���
��x � Y����w�	R��f�x�� w� � R��x� g�x�w��� and ��� �� 	f ���
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The notion of ap�time reductions for search problems can be similarly
de�ned� If R is p�time computable and there is a polynomial p such that
��x�w�	R�x�w� � jwj � p�jxj��� then R is called an NP predicate and �R� ��
is called a distributional NP search problem� A distributional NP problem
�R� ��� where � is dominated by a p�time computable distribution� is said
to be complete if any other distributional NP search problem �R�� �� with
� dominated by a p�time computable distribution is reducible to �R� ���
The search version of the distributional halting problem is complete for
distributional NP search problems�

� Randomization

Finding more average�case NP�complete problems has been a central is�
sue in research� The notions of p�time reductions and ap�time reductions
have played an important role in this study� However� Gurevich 	Gur
�
observed that NP�complete problems with �!at� distributions �see be�
low for a de�nition� cannot be complete for DistNP under p�time or
ap�time reductions unless EXP � NEXP� where EXP � DTIME��poly�
and NEXP � NTIME��poly�� To overcome this obstacle� Venkatesan and
Levin 	VL

� introduced a new type of reduction using randomized algo�
rithms� An important application of such reductions is the result of Impagli�
azzo and Levin 	IL��� who showed that polynomial�time sampling cannot
generate harder instances than picking instances uniformly at random�

��� Flat Distributions and Incompleteness

A distribution � is 	at if ��� � ����x�	��x� � ��jxj
�

�� Flat distributions are
commonly used in practice� For example� the most frequently used model
for undirected random graphs without self�loops is G�jV j� p� with � � p � ��
It consists of all graphs with vertex set V in which vertices are labeled and
the edges are chosen independently with probability p� which is a function
of jV j� So a graph G with vertex set V and l edges in this model occurs

with probability �G�jV j�p��G� � pl�� � p��
jV j
� ��l� If we assume also that p

satis�es jV j���� � p � � � jV j���� for some �xed � � �� then �G�jV j�p�

is !at 	Gur��a� since �G�jV j�p��G� � �� � jV j�������
jV j
� �  e�jV j

�

� Similar
distributions for directed graphs are also !at for the same reason 	WB����
Most of the NP�complete graph problems have other parameters as inputs�
but they are bounded either by the number of vertices or by the number of
edges� So their distributions are !at� Gurevich 	Gur
� showed that dealing
with !at distributions to get average�case completeness results using p�time
or ap�time reductions is impossible unless NEXP � EXP�
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Theorem ��� No distributional NP problems with 	at distributions can
be complete for DistNP under ap�time reductions if EXP �� NEXP�

Proof� Suppose a problem �D��� � DistNP with a !at distribution � is
complete under ap�time reductions� Then D � EXP� Let C be an arbitrary
decision problem in NTIME��p�n�� for some polynomial p� For any x� let

x� � x���
p�jxj���jxj���� Then C � � fx� � x � Cg is in NP� De�ne � by

��x�� � cjxj����jxj for the appropriate constant c and ��y� � � if y �� x�

for any x� Then �C �� �� � DistNP� which implies that there is an ap�time
reduction f from �C �� �� to �D���� Hence� deciding whether x � C can
be done by deciding whether f�x�� � D� Since f is computable in time
polynomial on ��average� computing f�x�� can be carried out in time �O�jxj�

due to the particular selection of �� Also� ��x�� � g�x�����x�� for some ��
and ��f�x��� �

P
f�z��f�x�� ���z� for all x�� where g is polynomial on ��

average and so g�x�� � �O�jxj� again due to the de�nition of �� Thus�
��x�� � g�x����f�x��� and so ��f�x��� � ��q�jxj� for some polynomial q�
Since � is !at� there is a k such that jf�x��j��k � � log��f�x��� � q�jxj��
This implies that C � EXP�

If reductions f are restricted to be one�one and length�preserving within
a polynomial� namely� there is a polynomial p such that for all x� p�jf�x�j� �
jxj� then Wang and Belanger 	WB��� showed that the above incompleteness
theorem is true without any assumption� We note that all the natural NP�
complete problems are indeed complete under such reductions�

Theorem ��� No distributional NP problems with 	at distributions can
be complete for DistNP under ap�time reductions that are one�one and
length�preserving within a polynomial�

Proof� Suppose to the contrary that there were an ap�time reduction f re�
ducing DH� to a problem �D��� � DistNP with !at distribution �� where f
is one�one and length�preserving within a polynomial� Then �K� is �weakly�
dominated by �
f � Since � is !at� there is an � � � such that ��x� � ��jxj

�

for all but �nitely many x� Since f is length�preserving within a polyno�
mial� there is a constant k � � such that for all �i� x� �n�� jf�i� x� �n�j �
j�i� x� �n�j��k� When n is su�ciently large and greater than �jij � jxj�	k���

jf�i� x� �n�j � n���k�jij � jxj����� So ��f�i� x� �n�� � ��n
O���

� ��jij
�

� ��jxj
�

�
Since f is one�one� f��K���f�i� x� �n�� � ��f�i� x� �n��� which cannot dom�
inate the exponentially larger probability �K��i� x� �n� � ��jij��jxjn���

��� Randomized Average Polynomial Time

Distributional problems with !at distributions may still be di�cult on av�
erage� So one needs a way to identify hard�on�average problems with !at
distributions� Since instances under !at distributions have small weights�
searching for frequent enough instances of the target problem of a reduction
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to dominate frequent instances of the source problem is crucial� Venkatesan
and Levin 	VL

� made the suggestion of providing reductions with a good
random source to help produce instances of the target problem with large
enough probability� They showed that a graph edge coloring problem with
a !at distribution is complete under a randomized reduction by allowing
algorithms to toss coins to determine the next moves� Blass and Gure�
vich 	BG��� conducted a thorough study on such randomized reductions�

We assume that a randomized algorithm does not !ip a coin unless the
computation requires a random bit� For simplicity� coins are assumed to be
unbiased� Randomized algorithms �to solve a problem� are allowed to make
errors and produce incorrect outputs on some sequences of random bits�
They could also run forever on some other random �in�nite� sequences� Let
A be a randomized algorithm� If A on input x halts and produces a correct
output with s being the random sequence it uses� then �x� s� is called a good
input for A� Clearly� A runs deterministically on �x� s�� If A on input x runs
deterministically� then �x� �� is a good input� where � denotes the empty
string� Let " be a set of good inputs for A and "�x� � fs � �x� s� � "g�
Let � be an input distribution� If for all x with ��x� � �� "�x� is non�
empty� we call " a good�input domain of A �with respect to ��� Clearly�
no string in "�x� is a pre�x of a di�erent string in "�x�� for� otherwise�
the longer string cannot be in "�x� as the algorithm stops before it can be
generated� Let U�x� � ��

P
s��x� ��jsj� which is called the rarity function

of " 	BG���� The smaller the value of the rarity function� the more good
random sequences there are for the algorithm� If for all x� U�x� � �� the
randomized algorithm produces a correct output with probability �� For our
purpose� we only need to require that the value of U�x� be �reasonable�
in the sense that U is polynomial on average�

De�nition ��� Let A be a randomized algorithm and � an input distri�
bution�

�� Let " be a good�input domain of A� Then " is nonrare �with respect
to �� if the rarity function U is polynomial on ��average� De�ne �
by� for all �x� s� � "� ��x� s� � ��x���jsjU�x��

�� A runs in time polynomial on ��average if there exists a nonrare
good�input domain " such that

P
�x�s�� t

��x� s�jxj����x� s� � �

for some � � �� where t�x� s� is the running time of A on input
x with random sequence s� A runs in polynomial time if t�x� s� is
bounded by a polynomial in jxj for all �x� s� � "�

�� A is almost total if for all x with ��x� � �� U�x� � ��

A good�input domain " together with � and a zero�size function for
s � "�x� �i�e�� jsj � �� is called a dilation in 	Gur��a��

If the algorithm is for solving a search problem� the correctness of the
output can be veri�ed by evaluating the search predicate� For decision
problems� one way to justify the correctness of the output is to make
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sure that the input is good� If there are no other means available to
justify the output� the good�input domain " �with respect to �� is re�
quired to be certi
able 	BG���� meaning that for every input �x� s�� whether
�x� s� � " is deterministically decidable in ap�time with respect to distri�
bution ��x�jsj����jsj� This notion of certi�ability is stronger than the one
used in 	BG����

By De�nition ���� an ap�time randomized algorithm on input x produces
a correct output with probability ��U�x�� which could be small� While
this may not seem satisfactory� Blass and Gurevich 	BG��� showed that by
iterating such an algorithm in an appropriate manner� a correct solution
will be produced with probability � in average polynomial time� We assume
that there is an e�cient way to check whether an output of an iteration
is correct as discussed above� Since a randomized algorithm A may run a
much longer time on inputs not in the good�input domain and it may not
even halt on some bad inputs� a new iteration should start early without
waiting for the previous one to stop� One way to carry it out is to use
the �round�robin� method� Denote by A� the iteration of A� At stage n of
A�� it independently carries out one step in the �rst� second� � � � � and the
n�th iterations of A respectively in that order� A� stops as soon as one of
the iteration stops with a correct output� So A� is a randomized algorithm
whose sequence of random bits on input x is the combination of random
bits of each iteration in the round�robin fashion on the same input� This
is equivalent to saying that A� !ips a coin only when an iteration asks for
one and passes the random bit to that iteration� Several other iteration
schemes have also been studied in 	BG��� WB��b��

Theorem ��� Let A be a randomized algorithm with input distribution ��
Then A runs in time polynomial on ��average i� A� runs in time polyno�
mial on ��average and is almost total�

Proof Sketch� Let A be a randomized algorithm that runs in time poly�
nomial on ��average� Let " be a nonrare good�input domain� Let "� denote
the set of all good inputs of A�� Then for all x� U�

�x� � �� Too see this�
run A� on x and let sj be the random sequence used by the j�th iteration
and r the random sequence used by A�� Since all these sj are independent�
Pr	r � s�� s��    � sn �� "�x�� � ���U�x��n � � �as n���� where n is the
number of iterations� Let k�x� r� be the smallest j with sj � "�x� �namely�
the jth iteration is a �successful� one�� Let t�x� r� be the time taken by A
on input x with random sequence sk�x�r� and T �x� r� be the running time of
A�� Then T �x� r� is bounded by a quadratic polynomial of k�x� r� � t�x� r��
We will show that k�x� r� and t�x� r� are average polynomials in the next
two paragraphs� It follows that A� runs in time polynomial on ��average�
�The proof of the other direction is left to the reader��

Let E�X� denote the expectation of the random variable X � Let U�x� �
U�x� for simplicity� Let p � ��U�x�� then Er�k�x� r�� �

P�
i�� i�� �

p�i��p � ��p� Since " is non�rare� there exists � � ��� �� such that
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Ex�U��x�jxj��� � �� By Jensen�s inequality� if f is an increasing con�
cave function on the interval ������ then for every random variable X
with values in ������ E�f�X�� � f�E�X��� Clearly� y� is an increas�
ing concave function� Thus� Ex�r�k

��x� r�jxj��� � Ex�jxj��Er	k
��x� r��� �

Ex�jxj��	Er�k�x� r���� � Ex�U��x�jxj��� ���
By assumption� E�x�s���t��x� s�jxj��� � � for some � � �� In the fol�

lowing� �x� r� is always assumed to be in "�� and s is always assumed to
be in "�x�� Note that for all x� Er�t

��x� sk�x�r��� �
P�

j���Pr	k�x� r� �
j� � Er�t

��x� sj�jk�x� r� � j��� The event k�x� r� � j here is the intersec�
tion of the event sj � "�x� and all events si �� "�x� with i � j� Since
they are all independent� Pr	k�x� r� � j� � �� � ��U�x��j�� � ��U�x��
Since t��x� sj� is independent of the events si �� "�x� with i � j�
Er�t

��x� sj�jk�x� r� � j� � Er�t
��x� sj�jsj � "�x��� Since Er�t

��x� sj�jsj �
"�x�� � Est

��x� s� �
P

s t
��x� s���jsjU�x�� Er�t

��x� r�� �
P�

j��	�� �

��U�x��j��
P

s t
��x� s���jsj� � U�x�

P
s t

��x� s���jsj � Est
��x� s�� Thus�

Ex�r�t
��x� r�jxj��� � E�x�s���t��x� s�jxj��� ���

��� Randomizing Reductions and Completeness

The following de�nition 	Gur��a� BG��� BG��� is an elaboration of a de��
nition in 	VL

��

De�nition ��� Let �A� �� and �B� �� be distributional decision problems�
Then �A� �� is ap�time randomly reducible to �B� �� if there is a reduction
f � computable by a randomized algorithm in time polynomial on ��average
with a certi�able� nonrare good�input domain "� such that for all �x� s� � "�
x � A i� f�x� s� � B� and � is weakly dominated by � with respect to f �

Let �R�� ��� and �R�� ��� be two search problems� Then �R�� ��� is ap�
time randomly reducible to �R�� ��� if there is a reduction f computable by
a randomized algorithm in time polynomial on ���average with a nonrare
good�input domain "� and a function g computable in polynomial time
satisfying the following conditions� ��� ���x� s� � "�	x � Y� i� f�x� s� � Y���
where Yi � fx � �i�x� � � and ��w�Ri�x�w�g� i � �� � ��� ���x� s� �
"���w�	R��f�x� s�� w� � R��x� g�x� s� w��� and ��� � is weakly dominated
by �� with respect to f �

If the reductions f can be computed by p�time randomized algorithms
in both cases� then the reductions are called p�time randomized reductions�

A distributional decision problem �D��� is solvable in randomized ap�
time if D is decidable by a randomized algorithm in time polynomial on
��average with a certi�able� nonrare good�input domain� Denote by RAP
the class of all such problems�

A distributional search problem �R� �� is solvable in randomized ap�time
if there is a randomized algorithm solving R in time polynomial on ��
average�
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The randomized reductions de�ned in De�nition ��� are closed for ran�
domized ap�time and they are transitive� To see this� we �rst note that the
composition A � A� 
A� of randomized algorithms uses random sequence
s � s�s�� where s� is the random sequence used by A� on input x and s�
is the random sequence used by A� on input A��x� s��� We then note that
certi�able good�input domains compose� Finally� we note that randomized
algorithms are deterministic algorithms on good�input domains� So ran�
domized reductions are deterministic reductions on good�input domains
and so similar to Lemma ���� it is straightforward to show the following
lemma for distributional decision problems� The lemma is also true for
search problems�

Lemma ��� ��� If �A� �� is ap�time randomly reducible to �B� �� and
�B� �� is in RAP� then so is �A� ��� ��� The ap�time randomized reduc�
tions are transitive�

Using ap�time randomized reductions� Venkatesan and Levin 	VL

�
showed that a graph edge coloring problem with a !at distribution is com�
plete for distributional NP search problems� and Blass and Gurevich 	BG���
showed that a matrix decomposition problem with a !at distribution is
complete for DistNP� Some more distributional problems are shown to be
average�case NP�complete under randomized reductions in 	VR���� Due to
page limitations� exposition of these results will be given in a separate
paper 	Wan�� To demonstrate the idea of using randomized reductions� we
show that a halting problem with a !at distribution is complete for DistNP
under p�time randomized reductions� We then show� in the next section�
that polynomial�time sampling does not generate harder instances than
uniformly picking instances at random�

The Distributional Halting Problem �Version �� consists of bi�
nary strings �i� x� t� as instances� The question is to decide whether Mi

accept x within jtj steps� Let K� denote the set of positive instances� The
probability �K��i� x� t� of instance �i� x� t� �positive or negative� is propor�
tional to ���l�m�n�l��m��n��� where l � jij� m � jxj� and n � jtj� Clearly
K� is NP�complete and �K� is !at� Let DH� � �K�� �K���

Theorem ��� DH� is complete for DistNP under p�time randomized re�
ductions�

Proof� DH� is reducible to DH� by a p�time randomized reduction as
follows� On input �i� x� �n� it !ips a coin n times to produce a random
string s� and then outputs �i� x� s�� More precisely� we de�ne a good�
input domain " by " � f�y� s� � y � �i� x� �n� and jsj � ng� Clearly�
the rarity function U�x� � � and " is p�time computable and so is cer�
ti�able� Let �i��x�� x�� x��� � xi for i � �� �� �� For all �y� s� � "� let
f�y� s� � ����y�� ���y�� s�� Then f is one�one and p�time computable�
Clearly� for all �y� s� � "� y � K� i� f�y� s� � K�� To check the domi�
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nation property� we note that ��y� s� � �K��y���jsj � �K��f�y� s��� Thus�
f is a p�time randomized reduction from DH� to DH��

The randomized reduction constructed above is one�one and length�
preserving within a polynomial� This indicates that� by Theorem ���� p�time
randomized reductions are strictly more powerful than ap�time determin�
istic reductions�

��� Polynomial�Time Sampling

Instances can be sampled with certain probabilities� Ben�David� Chor� Gol�
dreich� and Luby 	BCGL��� gave the following de�nition�

De�nition ��� A distribution � is p�samplable if there exists a randomized
algorithm S such that S takes no input �but tosses coins� and outputs x�
if it converges� with probability ��x� in time polynomial in jxj�

Given a distribution �� if there is a deterministic algorithm that on input
x outputs ���x� in time polynomial in jxj� then � is p�samplable 	BCGL���
as follows� The sampling algorithm picks a truncated real � � ��� �� uni�
formly at random� It then �nds� via binary search� the unique string x with
���x�� � � � ���x�� It outputs x if j�j � � log����x�� ���x���� Let S be
the set of such � such that no string in S is a pre�x of a di�erent string
in S� Then the probability of sampling x is equal to

P
	�S ��j	j � ��x��

However� there are p�samplable distributions which are not p�computable
if certain one�way functions exist 	BCGL���� A one�way function is� loosely
speaking� a p�time computable function which is hard to invert on most
instances�

Ben�David et� al� 	BCGL��� showed that all p�samplable distributions
can be e�ectively �enumerated� in a certain way to construct a universal
p�samplable distribution � such that for any p�samplable distribution ��
�K�� �� is p�time reducible to �K�� ��� They then showed that for any NP�
complete problem A� if K� is p�time reducible to A via a reduction that is
length�preserving within a polynomial �any natural NP�complete problem
satis�es this requirement�� then there is a p�samplable distribution �A�
obtained from �� such that �K�� �� is p�time reducible to �A� �A�� However� �
depends heavily on an e�ective enumeration of all p�samplable distributions
and so it is not clear what impact it may have on learning whether an NP�
complete problem is di�cult on average under a distribution encountered
in practice� Moreover� using such a distribution to sample an instance is
less convenient than simply picking one uniformly at random� Remarkably�
Impagliazzo and Levin 	IL��� showed that uniformly picking instances at
random is all that is needed for generating hard instances� In particular�
they showed that any NP search problem with a p�samplable distribution
is p�time randomly reducible to an NP search problem with the default
uniform distribution� So any complete distributional NP search problem is
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also complete for NP search problems with p�samplable distributions� Blass
and Gurevich 	BG��� provided the following nice exposition on the main
idea of the proof�

A sampling algorithm is length preserving if it uses exactly n coin tosses to
produce a string of length n� It can be shown that every search problem with
a p�samplable distribution is reducible to a search problem on instances
sampled by a length�preserving algorithm 	VL

� BCGL����

There are two simple but unsuccessful ways in attempting to reduce a
source problem with a p�samplable distribution � to a target problem with
a uniform distribution� Let S be a length�preserving sampling algorithm
for �� One may simply let the source problem be the target problem and
use the identity function as a reduction� The problem of this approach
is that some instance x with small uniform probability could have large
probability ��x�� which could cause domination to fail� This happens whenP

S�r��x ��jrj is too large� Another way to obtain a target problem is to
use a reduction that reduces an instance x of the source problem to an
instance r of the target problem such that S�r� � x� This can be done by
using a randomized reduction which� on input x� randomly selects a string
r of length jxj and then checks whether S�r� � x� This method meets the
domination requirement but it fails if

P
S�r��x ��jrj is too small� The idea

of the proof is to interpolate between these two methods� leaning toward the
�rst when

P
S�r��x ��jrj is small and toward to second when

P
S�r��x ��jrj

is large� Let S���x� � fr � S�r� � xg� An instance s of the target problem
should be approximately n � jxj bits long for an instance x of the source
problem� consisting of l � dlog�jS���x�j�e bits of information about some
r � S���x� and n� l bits of information about x�

Some di�culties occur when implementing this idea� First� there is no
e�cient way to compute l from x� But one can randomly guess l� which lies
between � and n� The probability of a correct hit is therefore the reciprocal
of a polynomial which is su�cient to provide a nonrare good�input domain�
Second� we do not know how to select the right bits of information about
r and x� This can be solved again by randomization� We randomly choose
two matrices L and M on the two�element �eld f�� �g of appropriate size
to hash r and x to vectors Lr and Mx of lengths l and n � l� where r
and x are also viewed as vectors� Randomly selected hash matrices have
a reasonable probability� Thus� an instance of the target problem will be
�l� L� Lr�M�Mx� with a witness �r� w� if w is a witness of x � S�r� for the
source problem�

Theorem ��	 Let �R�� ��� be an NP distributional search problem� where
�� is p�samplable� Then �R�� ��� is p�time randomly reducible to an NP
distributional search problem �R�� ���� where �� is the default uniform dis�
tribution�

Proof� Let x be an instance of R� and w��x� � fw � R��x�w� holdsg� Let
S be a length�preserving p�time sampling algorithm for ��� Let n � jxj and
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l � dlog jS���x�je� Let r range over binary strings of length n� r� range over
binary strings of length l� They are also viewed as f�� �g vectors� Let L and
M range over l�n and �n���l��n matrices� respectively� over the �eld of
two elements f�� �g� We assume that these matrices are written in binary
by writing down the �rst row of L� then the second row� and so on� Denote
by Lr �similarly Mx� the binary string obtained by multiplying L and r�
Assume that integers are represented in the shortest binary notation�

Denote by � the concatenation operation for strings� For any binary string
y� if there are x� l� and r such that y � l�L�r��M�x�� and L has full rank
�i�e� rank l� with Lr � r�� S�r� � x� and Mx � x�� then set w��y� to be
the set of such �x� l� r� w�� where w � w��x� otherwise� de�ne w��y� to be
empty� For any binary string z� de�ne R��y� z� to be true if z � w��y�� and
false otherwise� Since R� is an NP predicate and S is p�time computable�
R� is an NP predicate as well�

We now de�ne a randomized reduction from �R�� ��� to �R�� ���� Let "
be a set of �x� s� satisfying the following conditions�

�� s � l�L�r��M  

�� w��s�Mx� �� � and

�� �u �� S���x� with juj � n� either Lu �� r� or M�S�u�� �� Mx�

For all �x� s� � "� de�ne f�x� s� � s�Mx� De�ne g by g�x� l� r� w� � w� Then
g is p�time computable and R��f�x� s�� �x� l� r� w�� � R��x� g�x� l� r� w���
Clearly� f is one�one �by Condition � above� and p�time computable on "�
Note that ��x� s� � ���x���jsj � ��jxjjS���x�j��jsj which is proportional
to ��n�l�jsj� and �� 
 f�x� s� � ��jsj��n���l���jsj � �n � � � l���� Hence�
the domination condition is satis�ed�

We have only left to show that " is nonrare� The rarity function
of " is U�x� � ��

P
s��x� ��jsj � �jlj�ln�l��n���l�n�j"�x�j� Let E �

f�L� r�� � L has full rank l and ��r � S���x��	Lr � r��g� Let 
� � jEj� For
each �L� r�� � E� let 
� be the number of M satisfying Condition �� Then
j"�x�j � 
� � 
�� We claim that ��� 
� �

�
���ln�l� and ��� 
� �

�
���n���l�n�

By these two claims and the fact that �jlj � �l � �n� it follows that
U�x� � ��jxj� and so " is nonrare�

To show the �rst claim� we �rst note that for a full�rank matrix� only
the ��row �meaning the row of ��s� cannot serve as the �rst row given the
�rst row� only the �rst row and the ��row cannot serve as the second row
of a full�rank matrix given the �rst two rows� only four rows� namely� the
four linear combinations of the �rst two rows� cannot serve as the third
row� and so on� Thus� the number # of full�rank matrices L is

Ql��
i����n �

�i� � �ln
Ql��

i���� � �i�n� � �ln
Q�

i���� � �
�i � �

�
	�ln� � Let r and u range

over S���x� and E�r� � f�L�Lr� � L is of full rankg� Then jE�r�j � #�


To see that
Q�

i��
�
 � ��i� � 
�	� it su�ces to note that

Q�

i��
�
 � ��i� �


�
P�

i��
��i � 
���
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and E �
S
E�r�� Hence� 
� � j

S
rE�r�j� By the principle of inclusion

and exclusion� j
S
rE�r�j � �

P
r jE�r�j �

P
r ��u jE�r�

T
E�u�j�� Let m �

jS���x�j� then
P

r jE�r�j � m#� Let s�r� u� � jE�r�
T
E�u�j� We are to

show that s�r� u� � #��l if r �� u� Note that �L� r�� � E�r�
T
E�u� i�

Lr � r� � Lu� and for each full�rank L with Lr � Lu� there exists a
unique r� such that �L� r�� � E�r�

T
E�u�� Thus� s�r� u� is equal to the

number of full�rank L with L�r � u� � �� If l � n� then Lr �� Lu for any
full�rank L and so s�r� u� � �� Assume l � n� Note that for any nonzero
binary vectors z� z� of length n� there is a nonsingular n � n matrix A
such that Az � z�� Then Lz� � � i� �LA�z � �� and LA has full rank
i� L does� This means that s�r� u� is equal to the number of full�rank L
with Lz � � for any particular choice of nonzero z� Let z � ��� �� � � � � �� ���
Then s�r� u� is equal to the number of full�rank l � n matrices where the
last column is �� It follows that s�r� u� is equal to the number of full�

rank l � �n � �� matrices� which is equal to
Ql��

i����n�� � �i� � #��l� SoP
r ��u jE�r�

T
E�u�j � �

�m�m � ��#��l � m�m � ��#���l���� Thus� 
� �

j
S
rjE�r�j � m#�m�m������l��� � #�l�t� �

� t
��� where t � m��l � 	 �� � ��

since l � dlogme by de�nition� The minimum of this quadratic function on
	 �� � �� is �

� � Thus� 
� �
�
�#�l � �

���ln�l�
To show the second claim� we note that for each �xed �L� r��� the number

of u satisfying Lu � r� is �n�l� Let k � n � � � l� For each u �� S���x�
with juj � n� there are exactly �kn�k matrices M satisfying the equation
M�S�u� � x� � �� This is true because if the i�th bit of S�u� � x is �
�such a bit exists since S�u� �� x�� then the value of the i�th bit of a row
	 can be chosen� depending on the values of the other n� � bits� to make
	�S�u�� x� � �� Thus� 
� � �kn � �n�l�kn�k � �

��kn�

Directly applying the above proof to decision problems is di�cult since "
does not seem to be certi�able� We will show� in the next section� that any
distributional NP search problem with a p�time computable distribution
is p�time randomized truth�table reducible to a distributional NP decision
problem in DistNP� It follows that Theorem ��� is true for decision problems
under p�time randomized truth�table reductions�

��� Randomized Turing Reductions

All of the reductions we have studied so far are variants of many�one reduc�
tions� Other types of reductions such as truth�table reductions and Turing
reductions can be similarly de�ned for distributional problems� The reader
should �nd no di�culty in de�ning them with the desired properties� It is
a long�standing open problem whether Turing reductions �or truth�table
reductions� are provably more powerful than many�one reductions on NP
problems� Not much has been done for distributional NP problems� On the
other hand� it is not known whether truth�table or Turing reductions can
help identify more average�case NP�complete problems encountered in prac�
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tice� For one thing� we note that all the known natural NP�complete prob�
lems are indeed many�one complete� Nevertheless� Turing reductions are
the only known choice to bridge the gap between search problems and de�
cision problems in the worst�case complexity� For distributional problems�
randomized truth�table reductions �de�ned below� are su�cient 	BCGL����

De�nition ��� Let �A� �� and �B� �� be two distributional �decision or
search� problems� �A� �� is ap�time randomly Turing reducible to �B� �� if
there is a probabilistic oracle Turing machine M with the following prop�
erties�

�� �E�ciency� M runs in p�time on ��average in the following strong
sense� Let t�x� r� be the running time of M on input x and internal
coin tosses r� then ��� � ��

P
x�r t

��x� r�jxj����x���jrj ���

�� �Validity� There exists a constant c � � such that for all x�
Pr�MB�x� � A�x�� � c� where MB is the random variable� de�
termined by M �s internal coin tosses� for outputs of M on input x
with access to oracle for B�

�� �Domination� There is a polynomial p such that for every y�P
x Ask�x� y���x� � p�jyj���y�� where Ask�x� y� is the probability�

taken over M �s internal coin tosses� that M asks query y on input x�
If t�x� s� is bounded by a polynomial in jxj� then the reduction is called a
p�time randomized Turing reduction�

By Theorem ���� an ap�time randomized algorithm that produces a cor�
rect output with probability at least c can be iterated to get a correct
output with probability �� We also note that Theorem ��� remains true if
one uses deterministic Turing reductions 	Gur��a��

If in a p�time �ap�time� randomized Turing reduction� all queries can be
generated at the beginning independent of other queries� then the reduction
is called a p�time �ap�time� randomized truth�table reduction� Randomized
Turing reductions are closed for randomized ap�time solvable problems and
are transitive in the special case where on input x only queries of length at
least jxjc are asked� for a constant c � � 	BCGL����

As pointed out in 	BCGL���� the standard Turing reduction of a search
problem to the corresponding decision problem� which asks queries to the
set of pre�xes of a solution on input x� fails on domination when the query
string y is too long� This is because y has distribution ��x���jyj�jyj� with
input distribution �� which will be too small to dominate ��x� when jyj is
large� However� if the search problem has a unique solution� then instead of
asking for pre�xes of a solution� one can ask non�adaptively and determin�
istically for the i�th bit of the solution with probability ��x�jxj�O���� The
domination condition is therefore satis�ed� Based on this idea� Ben�David
et al 	BCGL��� obtained the following result�

Theorem ��
 Let �R� �� be a distributional NP search problem� Then
there is a distributional NP decision problem �D� �� such that �R� �� is p�
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time randomly truth�table reducible to �D� ��� and if � is p�time computable
then so is ��

Proof Sketch� For simplicity� assume that �x�w� � R implies jxj � jwj�
Let Hjxj�k be a set of standard universal hash functions from strings of
length jxj to strings of length k �e�g�� n � k matrices over the �nite �eld
f�� �g�� De�ne D as follows� An instance will be a binary string y and
an integer i� and an instance will be in D if there exists a w such that
y � �x� k� h� ��� �x�w� � R� h � Hn�k� h�w� � �� and the i�th bit of w
is �� The distribution � is de�ned by ��y� i� � ��x�jxj��jHjxj�kj

����k if
y � �x� k� h� �� and � � i � jxj and � otherwise� Construct a truth�table
reduction M as follows� On input x� for every value of k � f�� �� � � � � jxjg�
M �rst selects uniformly at random an h in Hjxj�k and a � of length k� Let
y � �x� k� h� ��� M then makes queries �y� ��� �y� ��� � � �� and �y� jxj� to D and
outputs D�y� ��D�y� �� � � �D�y� jxj�� Clearly� M runs in time polynomial in
jxj� To check the validity� let m � jfw � �x�w� � Rgj and assume m � � �the
case that m � � is straightforward�� Let k � blogmc if m � 	

��blogmc and
k � dlogme otherwise� Then �

� � m��k � 	
� � It follows that for a randomly

selected h � Hjxj�k and � of length k� the expected number of w satisfying

R�x�w� is between �
� and 	

� � By Markov�s inequality and the property of
universal hashing that pairs of hashing points are pairwise independent�
the probability that there is a unique w such that h�w� � � is � c for some
constant c � �� In such a case M returns a correct answer w� To check the
domination condition� it su�ces to note that ��x� k� h� ��� i� appears as a
query with probability jHjxj�kj

��jxj����k��x��

� Hierarchies of Average�Case Complexity

Hartmanis and Sterns 	HS��� showed that� for multi�tape Turing machines�
if t�n� log t�n� � o�T �n�� and both t and T are time�constructible� then
DTIME�t�n�� is a proper subset of DTIME�T �n��� This is the best hierar�
chy known for the deterministic classes in the worst case� � Average�case
hierarchies have been investigated within several di�erent frameworks� One
approach is to study� for functions T and t with t � T � whether there is
a language in DTIME�T �n�� such that a very large portion of instances x
will require more than t�x� to compute� This approach has a long history
�e�g�� see 	GGH����� Among others� the following result of Geske� Huynh�
and Seiferas 	GHS��� says that for every fully time�constructible function
T � there is a set L � DTIME�O�T �n�� such that for every function t� if
t�x� log t�x� � o�T �x��� then every Turing machine that accepts L requires

�Note that such results are machine dependent� For example� the linear speed�
up theorem that holds for multi�tape Turing machines does not hold for some
other models Jon����
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more than t�x� steps for all but �nitely many input x� It follows that there
is an expected time hierarchy which is independent of distributions and
is as tight as the Hartmanis�Sterns hierarchy for worst�case deterministic
time�

In a di�erent approach� Li and Vit$anyi 	LV��� showed that under the
universal distribution with probability m�x� � ��K�x�� where K�x� is the
pre�x variant of Kolmogorov complexity 	Gac��� the expected time of any
problem on strings of the same length is the same as the worst�case com�
plexity on that length� So under the universal distribution� any hierarchy
results for DTIME�t�n��� however tight� will also apply to the expected�
time complexity classes of time t� This line of research was extended by
Miltersen 	Mil���� However� the distributions used in these results are either
not computable �e�g�� m�� or require super�polynomial time to compute�

To study average�case hierarchies in the framework of De�nition ����
a �ner distinction between average time� namely� not just between aver�
age polynomial and super�polynomial� is needed� Recall that the notion of
average polynomial time is de�ned on purpose not to distinguish t time
from tk time to guarantee machine and encoding independence� For a �xed
computation model� however� we can distinguish t time from tk time� Ben�
David et� al� 	BCGL��� suggested a direct generalization of Levin�s de��
nition� Levin�s de�nition can be rephrased as saying that a function f is
polynomial on average if there exists a linear on average function � and
a k � � such that for all x� f�x� � ��x�k � where � is linear on average ifP

x ��x�jxj����x� � �� Ben�David et� al� de�ned a function t to be T on
average if t�x� � T ���x�� for some linear on average function �� This can
be rephrased as follows�

De�nition ��� Let � be a distribution� and let t � �� � IN
� and T �

IN
� � IN

� be functions such that T�� is de�ned� Then t is T on ��average
if
P

x T
���t�x��jxj����x� ���

Denote by AvDTime�T �n�� the class of all distributional decision prob�
lems �D��� such that D can be decided by a deterministic algorithm whose
running time is T on ��average� Since the de�nition of linear on average
does not make the distinction between n on average and cn on average
for any constant c� T �n� on average is the same as T �cn� on average for
any function T and any constant c � �� Thus� it is not possible to get too
�ne of separation results� When T is polynomially bounded� however� the
distinction between time T �n� and time T �cn� also does not exist for the
worst�case deterministic time because of the linear speedup theorem� It is
therefore possible to prove an average�case hierarchy result as tight as in
the worst case� Cai and Selman 	CS��� obtained such a result when time
functions are restricted to be logarithmico�exponential�

The class L of logarithmico�exponential �log�exp� in short� functions� �rst
studied by Hardy 	Har���� is the smallest class of functions f � IR� IR con�
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taining every constant function f�x� � c and the identity function f�x� � x
such that if f�x� and g�x� are in "� then so are f�x��g�x�� exp�f�x�� �i�e��
ef�x��� and ln f�x� �if f�x� is eventually positive�� It follows that f�x��g�x��
f�x� � g�x�� and f�x��g�x� are also in L� It was shown in 	Har��� that every
function in L is either eventually positive or eventually negative or identi�
cally zero� It follows that every function in L is eventually monotonic by
the fact that L is closed under di�erentiation� De�ne f �l����x� � f 
f �l��x�
�l � �� and f ����x� � �� It was shown in 	Har��� that if t � L tends to

in�nity� then there is a constant l such that log�l��x� � o�f�x�� as well as
f�x� � o�exp�l��x��� A function T is a log�exp time function if for some
f � L and for all n � IN� T �n� � bf�n�c� It is easy to see that almost all
commonly used time functions are log�exp 	CS���� �There are some excep�
tions� e�g�� the time function T �n� log� T �n� is not log�exp��

Theorem ��� Let t� T � IN � IN be log�exp time functions such that
t is bounded above by a polynomial and T is fully time constructible� If
t�n� log t�n� � o�T �n��� then there exists a language L and a uniform dis�
tribution � such that �L� �� � AvDTime�T �n�� �AvDTime�t�n���

Proof Sketch� Assume ��t�n� � o���� Let �n � T �n��	t�n� log t�n��
and �n � log t�n�� log log t�n�� Let Bn �

p
�n�n���n � �n�� Then

min��n� �n��� � B�
n � min��n� �n�� and so ��Bn � o���� Also Bn � o��n�

and Bn � o��n�� Let S�n� � Bn � t�n�� It follows that S�n� logS�n� �
o�T �n��� Thus� there is a language L � DTIME�T �n�� such that any Tur�
ing machine that accepts L requires more than S�jxj� steps for all but
�nitely many input x� Clearly� �L� �� � AvDTime�T �n�� for every distri�
bution �� Let k be an integer such that t�n� � o�nk�� Then t�n��nk is
eventually monotonic decreasing� It follows that for all a � � and all suf�

�ciently large n� t�an� � akt�n�� and so t�B
��k
n � n� � Bn � t�n�� Since t is

eventually monotonic increasing� t���S�n�� � B
��k
n �n for su�ciently large

n� Let bn � B
��k
n � then bn is log�exp� So there is a constant l such that

log�l��n� � o�bn�� For this l� there exists an nl such that when n � nl�

���n logn log logn � �log�l� n��� is de�ned and we denote it by an� De�ne
an � � for n � nl� Then s �

P
n an � � but

P
n anbn � �� Let

��x� � s��ajxj�
�jxj� It follows that �L� �� �� AvDTime�t�n���

When T is exponential or higher� the fact that there is no distinction
between T �n� and T �cn� in De�nition ��� can produce counterintuitive re�
sults� For example� it is easy to see that AvDTime��n� � AvDTime��n�
since

P
x log	 t�x�jxj����x� � �

�

P
x log� t�x�jxj����x� 	CS���� but by the

hierarchy result in 	GHS���� there is a language in DTIME��n� which re�
quires more than �n time to compute on all but �nitely many inputs�

Although some hierarchy results can still be obtained 	SY��� BW���� one
would like to have a general hierarchy theorem as tight as the Hartmanis�
Sterns hierarchy for worst�case deterministic time� To achieve such a re�
sult� it is necessary to distinguish among cn on average for di�erent val�
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ues of c� One way to do so is to de�ne a function � to be n on aver�
age if

P
x ��x�jxj����x� � �� and so we would be comparing � to jxj

rather than cjxj for arbitrary c� A function t could then be said to be
T on average if t�x� � T ���x�� for some n on average function �� i�e��
if
P

x T
���t�x��jxj����x� � �� This would then make the distinction

between a function being �n on average and �n on average� However�
since an algorithm which solves a decision problem can be given look�
up tables to speed up computation on any given �nite number of in�
puts� we would again have AvDTime��n� � AvDTime��n�� Requiring that
��n�

P
x�jxj�n T

���t�x��jxj����n � � will remove dependency on any ��
nite number of inputs� where ��n is the conditional distribution of � on
fx � jxj � ng� It follows that ��n�

P
x�jxj�n T

���t�x��jxj����x� � �	jxj � n��

Cai and Selman 	CS���� then� proposed the following de�nition�

De�nition ��� Let � be a distribution and T � IN � IN a function such
that T�� is de�ned� A function t � �� � IN is T on ��average if for all
n � ��

P
jxj�n T

���t�x��jxj����x� � �	jxj � n��

By the hierarchy result of Geske et� al� 	GHS���� we immediately get a
strong hierarchy result under De�nition ���� That is� for time�constructible
and monotonic increasing functions t and T � if t�n� log t�n� � o�T �n��� then
there is a language L such that for any distribution �� L is computable by a
deterministic Turing machine in time T on ��average� but no deterministic
Turing machine can computes L in time t on ��average� Note that this
hierarchy result is independent of distributions�

Clearly� any distributional decision problem that is computable in aver�
age polynomial time under De�nition ��� is in AP� While the converse is
not true� Cai and Selman 	CS��� showed that there is a partial converse�
That is� under a fairly reasonable condition on the distribution �� called
condition W � a distributional decision problem is computable in average
polynomial time under De�nition ��� i� it is in AP� A distribution � is
said to satisfy condition W if ��k � ����n�	�	jxj � n� � %�n�k��� Thus�
the theory of reducibility is preserved for average polynomial time under
De�nition ��� when restricted to distributions that satisfy condition W�
If condition W is not satis�ed� one may get some unwanted results� For
example� Belanger and Wang 	BW� showed that p�time reductions are not
closed for average polynomial time under De�nition ���� In particular� they
constructed two distributional decision problems �A� �� and �B� ��� with
p�time computable � and �� such that �A� �� is p�time reducible to �B� ��
and �B� �� is solvable in average polynomial time under De�nition ���� but
�A� �� is not�

There is yet another di�erent approach to study average�case hierar�
chies under an entirely di�erent average�case measurement� Reischuk and
Schindelhauer 	RS��� suggested measuring average�case complexity with
respect to the ranking of the input distribution by decreasing weights in�
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stead of the individual values� Two distributions � and � are said to have
the same rank if for all x and y� ��x� � ��y� i� ��x� � ��y�� The ranking
function rank	���x� of a distribution � is de�ned by rank	���x� � jfz �
�� � ��z� � ��x�gj� Let t � �� � IN and T � IN � IN be two func�
tions such that T�� is de�ned� Then t is T on rank	���average if for all
real�valued� non�negative� monotone functions m with

P
xm���x�� � ��P

x T
���t�x��jxj��m���x�� � �� This de�nition depends only on rank	��

and not on the individual values of each distribution with the same rank�
and it turns out to be powerful for obtaining tight hierarchy results� In fact�
it delivers the optimal separation result� namely that separation of aver�
age time complexity classes can be obtained under the assumption that
t�n� � o�T �n�� 	RS����

However� it is not known whether there are natural NP�complete prob�
lems under commonly used distributions that are solvable in average poly�
nomial time with respect to the rank of the distributions� Also� Belanger
and Wang 	BW��� showed that no NP problems averaging with respect to
p�time computable ranking functions are harder than NP problems averag�
ing under uniform distributions� In particular� they showed that there is an
NP problem A such that if A is solvable in polynomial time on ��average�
where ��x� � jxj����jxj� then every NP problem is solvable in polyno�
mial time on rank	���average by a randomized algorithm� where � is any
distribution and rank	�� is p�time computable� Note that randomized algo�
rithms are used here for the following reasons� One might attempt to prove
this result by considering the function f�x� � jfy � ��y� � ��x�gj� which
transforms the input distribution into a monotone distribution of the out�
puts� Under monotone distributions no sets have probability greater �by a
super�polynomial factor� than under uniform distribution� However� while
f may be p�time computable� f may not transform an NP problem into
an NP problem if the outputs of f are super�polynomially shorter than
the inputs� Also� while any �xed monotone distribution is bounded by the
uniform distribution with a super�polynomial factor� the same factor may
not work with every monotone distribution� and all of them have to be
taken care of at the same time� These di�culties can be avoided using a
randomization technique 	BW����

� A Brief Survey of Other Results

Average�case complexity has been investigated in various other aspects and
a brief survey of these results is presented in this section�

�� NP�Isomorphism Problem with Respect to Random Instances�
The Berman�Hartmanis NP�isomorphism conjecture 	BH� has provided
much of the impetus for research in structural complexity theory during
the last two decades� It conjectures that all many�one NP�complete prob�
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lems are polynomially isomorphic� Following Berman and Hartmanis� iso�
morphism theory 	BH�� Wang and Belanger 	WB��� provided a general
framework for studying the isomorphism problem for NP�complete sets
with respect to random instances� Let �A� �� and �B� �� be two distribu�
tional decision problems� �A� �� and �B� �� are p�isomorphic if there is a
one�one� onto� p�time computable and invertible reduction f such that
�A� �� is p�time reducible to �B� �� via f and �B� �� is p�time reducible to
�A� �� via f��� By Theorem ��� it follows that any NP�complete problem
with a !at distribution cannot be p�isomorphic to DH��

Write �  � if � 	 � and � 	 �� Let f and g be one�one� p�time
computable� and invertible reductions of �A� �� to �B� �� and �B� �� to
�A� ��� respectively� such that f 
 g and g 
 f are length�increasing� As�
sume also that �  � 
 f and �  � 
 g� Then �A� �� is p�isomorphic to
�B� �� 	BW��� WB���� Using this result and the Distribution Controlling
Lemma �Lemma ��� ����� Wang and Belanger 	WB��� showed that all the
known average�case NP�complete problems under p�time reductions are p�
isomorphic�

�� Relations to Worst�Case Complexity Classes� It is not known
whether DistNP is included in AP� Results in this line will be in the form
�DistNP � AP i� ����� �DistNP � AP if ����� or something of this nature
unless there is a major breakthrough� The following two results are of this
type and they are related to worst�case complexity classes� It was shown
in 	Boo�� that DTIME��O�n�� �� NTIME��O�n�� implies the existence of
a tally language D in NP� P� Let ���n� � �

n�n��� � If DistNP � AP� then

D � P� a contradiction� Hence� if DTIME��O�n�� �� NTIME��O�n��� then
AP does not include DistNP 	BCGL���� A similar result can also be found
from 	Gur��a� under the assumption that EXP �� NEXP�

The following result shows how P � NP may fail using average�case com�
plexity� A set D is almost in NP with respect to � if there is a deterministic
Turing machine which accepts D in time T � and D has a subset D� in
NP such that

P
x�D�D� ��T �x�jxj����x� � � for some constant � � �� A

distributional decision problem �D��� is hard on positive instances if for
any deterministic Turing machine that accepts D in time T and for any
� � ��

P
x�D T ��x�jxj����x� � �� Wang and Belanger 	WB��a� showed

that P �� NP i� there is �D��� � ANP � AP such that D is almost in
NP with respect to � and �D��� is hard on positive instances� where � is
exponential�time computable�

�� Problems that Are Easy on Average under a Set of Distri�
butions� One may wonder whether there is a set which is not in P but
is in AP under every p�time computable distribution� A diagonalization
construction provides an a�rmative answer 	Sch��a�� but it is not known
whether there are such natural problems� If a problem is in AP under every
exponential�time computable distribution� then it has to be in P 	SY���� As
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a remark� we note that no AP problems under p�time computable distri�
butions are harder on average than simply a P problem� �� More results on
structural properties of the class of sets that are in AP under every p�time
computable distribution can be found in 	SY��� SY��� Sch��b� KS���� and
a connection to the measure theory can be found in 	Sch����

A similar approach has also been applied to studying the class of opti�
mization problems� Under the worst�case complexity� P � NP implies that
all NP optimization problems are polynomial�time solvable� Schuler and
Watanabe 	SW��� investigated how much of this can be carried out in the
average�case setting� They showed that if every NP decision problem is in
AP under every PNP�samplable distribution� then every NP optimization
problem is solvable in average polynomial time with respect to every p�time
computable distribution� and vice versa�

�� Generating Test Instances for Promise Problems� Suppose one
wants to design an algorithm which outputs a satisfying assignment in
polynomial time on average if the input is guaranteed to be a satis�able
Boolean formula� The correctness of the algorithm is often justi�ed by
testing the algorithm on some randomly generated satis�able Boolean for�
mulas� Watanabe 	Wat��� provided a framework for investigating the dif�
�culty of generating test instances for promise NP search problems and
some �completeness� results were shown based on the known average�case
NP�complete problems�

�� Other Complexity Measures� The notion of average polynomial
time can be generalized to other complexity measures� Among others� sub�
polynomial average time has attracted some attention� Log�space average�
case measurement has been investigated in 	BCGL���� Another obvious
extension is to study the average�case counterparts of ZPP� BPP� P&poly�
etc� using the notion of average polynomial time�

	� Optimization Problems� We end this list by asking how average�case
complexity may help to obtain results for actual optimization problems�
Although certain NP optimization problems cannot have good approxima�
tion solutions in deterministic polynomial time unless P � NP �see� e�g�
	ALMSS����� exact solutions� or good approximations could still be ob�
tained in average polynomial time� or some average�case �completeness�
results could be shown�

��To see this� let K� be K� restricted to deterministic machine Mi� and �K�

the same as �K� � Then clearly� K� is complete in P� Also� �K�� �K� � is ap�time
complete for AP with respect to p�time computable distributions WB��a��
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